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ABSTRACT
Learning Objects (LOs) are entities that can be used, reused, or re-
ferred during the teaching process. They are commonly embedded
into documents that establish spatial and temporal relationships
on their contents. Hypervideos LOs allow students to individualize
their learning experience with non-linear browsing mechanisms
and content adaptation. This paper presents a survey of features
for a set of documents representing such LOs as well as desirable
aspects that should be expressed during the authoring phase. Also,
this paper presents a conceptual model that �ts such requirements.
The model is implemented by SceneSync, a domain speci�c lan-
guage focused on the synchronization and temporal behavior of
LOs. As a result of the work, we present a set of LOs speci�ed in
SceneSync and a discussion about the identi�ed features, which
con�rm the expressiveness and applicability of the model.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Hypertext / hypermedia;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Learning Objects (LOs) are digital entities that can be used, reused,
or referred during the learning process with technological sup-
port [1, 2]. LOs can be seen as multimedia documents composed
of di�erent synchronized media objects, such as images, texts,
and videos. A speci�c, and nowadays popular, type of LO is the
hypervideo-based LO, or hypervideo LO. Hypervideos are non-linear
videos whose playback can be in�uenced by hyperlinks embedded
in elements contained within the video stream [3, 4]. Using these
additional elements thus one can specify complex behaviors to LOs
such as playing video lectures in sequence, synchronizing lecture
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videos and additional elements through temporal and spatiotempo-
ral links, and providing di�erent user navigation modes over video
lectures [5].

Although general-purpose multimedia authoring languages (such
as HTML, SMIL, and NCL) have been used to specify hypervideo
LOs (more details on Section 4), there are some advantages on de�n-
ing a domain-speci�c language (DSL [6]) for such a purpose. A DSL
o�ers a higher abstraction level to authors, closer to its application
domain. This way, LOs can be created similar to how the teacher
structures its lectures. Also, DSLs are small languages that do not
have as many elements as general purpose languages so that the
complexity in the development of authoring tools and exhibition
players (or formatters [7]) is usually less time consuming.

This paper presents SceneSync, a DSL for authoring hypervideo
LOs. SceneSync is based on a concise and straightforward con-
ceptual model that structures LOs in scenes and provides simple
declarative concepts for de�ning the temporal behavior of LOs. Sce-
neSync was created speci�cally for the domain of LOs authoring.
Therefore, it has a restricted and speci�c semantics. SceneSync doc-
uments represent the concept of interoperable learning objects [8],
as the same document can be used to run on both web browsers or
iDTV (Interactive Digital Television) plataforms.

The temporal features of SceneSync documents are speci�ed
by a timeline-based synchronization model (instead of a structure-
based [9] one) that can be easily used by non-programmers, and
that can be coupled to di�erent authoring tools. This project deci-
sion simpli�es the implementation of graphical representation for
the SceneSync document model in authoring tools. It also eases the
implementation of formatters that maintain the temporal relation-
ships during the document exhibition.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents a study to identify the requirements observed in di�er-
ent hypervideo LOs. Section 3 presents hypermedia authoring
languages that are currently used to develop hypermedia LOs. Sec-
tion 4 contains the core of the proposal, with the construction of a
model for hypervideo LOs. The viability of applying SceneSync is
discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 brings our �nal considera-
tions and discusses the results and future work.

2 REQUIREMENTS FOR MODELING
HYPERVIDEO-BASED LEARNING OBJECTS

Table 1 summarizes the functional and non-functional requirements
we have gathered for the creation of hypervideo-based LOs. These



requirements were gathered through design techniques performed
with stakeholders (as detailed in [10]) and by surveying the LO
literature for works that have identi�ed similar requirements or
preferential features of users when using hypervideo LOs. As dis-
cussed in the next sections, those requirements were used as the
basis for the creation of the SceneSync conceptual model.

Interactivity and multimedia content have long been seen as
ways of supporting and enhance the teaching-learning process. For
instance, Vieira et al. [11] highlight the importance of the students’
interaction and the promotion of their participation in e-learning en-
vironments that use videos. Vieira et al.’s work compares di�erent
e-learning environment patterns and identi�es fundamental require-
ments that should be taken into account when developing such envi-
ronments. The analyzed patterns were: Lecture Capture (recording
of a class or lecture); Talking Head (top recording of the instructor
talking to the camera); Voice Over Presentation (slides presentation
complemented with narration); and Interactive Video (video presen-
tation enriched with multimedia content and interaction features).
The main identi�ed requirements were: the usage of short videos,
soft transitions, hyperlinks support, and content summarization (for
selective viewers).

Zhang et al. [12] and Dotta et al. [13] studied the preferences
of the students and their learning satisfaction on e-learning envi-
ronments. Zhang et al. [12] analyzed four di�erent environments.
The �rst environment uses interactive videos. The second one uses
non-interactive videos. The third one does not use any video. And,
the fourth environment is a traditional classroom. They concluded
that students are signi�cantly better satis�ed and they have better
learning performances in the �rst environment, i.e., the one that
uses interactive videos. Based on Zhan et al. studies, interactivity
is an important way to improve learning e�ectiveness in e-learning
environments. Indeed, by providing an individualized control for
content access through an organized content index, the student
can learn at his pace. Dotta et al. [13] surveyed the predilection
of students for the use of animations in videos. They found that,
according to the majority of the students, the use of animations
eases the learning process.

Brecht [16] measured the bene�ts of using video lectures to
complement face-to-face classes. For that, he analyzed three dif-
ferent LO designs. The �rst design is characterized by the lack of
attention to relief and change-of-pace elements (this is similar to
the previously mentioned Lecture Capture from [11]). The second
one included graphics/cartoons and sound/music clips, which were
used to provide relief from fatigue during the class. Finally, the
third design uses a signi�cantly reduced number of graphics and
sounds that were subtly presented in a way that they did not call
too much of the students’ attention. By comparing those designs,
Brecht found that the second design (which uses graphics/cartoons
and sound/music clips) had presented the best performance (i.e.,
the best learning rate and the lowest dropout rate of the students)
in comparison to the other two.

Mujacic et al. [5] evaluate the performance of students in e-
learning environments using hypervideo LOs. For this purpose,
they analyzed two groups of students. The �rst group undertook
the course using the traditional model of lectures, while the sec-
ond group used the hypervideo LOs. By interviewing the students,

Table 1: Requirements for a hypervideomodel for designing
LOs.

FR# - Functional requirements

FR1 - Use multiple short videos instead of a single video
(split into scenes) [5, 10, 11];
FR2 - Support for internal and external hyperlinks [10–12, 14, 15];
FR3 - Additional information: video enriched with images,
texts, animations, other videos, audios, etc. [10, 13–17];
FR4 - Clickable areas, button panels, questions or quizzes. [10–12]
[14, 15];
FR5 - Non-linear structure: no prede�ned course of playback,
but a graph-structure of scenes [10–12, 14];
FR6- Timeline-based synchronism paradigm: media items are
placed along a time axis, but possibly on di�erent tracks [5, 10];
FR7 - Temporal links: jump labels on a timeline of a scene [5, 10].
NF# - Non-functional requirements

NF1 - Transition e�ects: presentation e�ect used when the
formatter starts or �nishes displaying a media [11];
NF2 - Interoperability: run on the Web, Mobile, iDTV [10, 15, 18];
NF3 - Adaptability: adaptation to di�erent contexts [12, 15];
NF4 - Accessibility [15];
NF5 - Durability: resist technological changes without the need
for recoding [15];
NF6 - Reusability: reuse of components [10, 15];
NF7 - Reliability: reliable and without errors [10].

it was veri�ed that the introduction of the hypervideo LOs, pro-
vided for the second group, gave them better insight into the ac-
tivities, and enabled a higher level of interaction and control over
the contents. The LO model features used by Mujacic et al. include
scenes composition, timeline-based synchronism, and spatiotempo-
ral links.

Interactivity and multimedia content are also important for in-
cluding impaired children and improving their learning experience.
Focused on mathematics and pre-calculus, Munoz-Soto et al. [14]
present a LO model for children diagnosed with autism spectrum
disorders (ASD). By a preliminary validation of the proposed model,
Munoz-Soto et al. have veri�ed that the ASD children approved
the interaction features and the use of multimedia content to add
learning value. Becerra et al. [17] present a LO for children with
language impairments that uses multiple sounds synchronized with
other multimedia. The goal of the proposal is to use sound elements
to stimulate children’s phonological awareness.

Besides the Web, the iDTV is another important platform for
di�using educational applications. The interactive support and the
processing capacity of TV sets and set-top boxes, however, does
not enable the execution of complex applications [18]. Gadelha et
al. [15] present OAF-TV, a scheme for the description of functional
LOs for iDTV that can be adapted and reused to meet di�erent
teaching contexts and methodologies. OAF-TV is de�ned as a digital
artifact that can have components to be reused in di�erent learning
contexts supporting interactivity, which allows the provision of
exclusive content tuned to speci�c user needs and pro�les.



3 HYPERMEDIA AUTHORING LANGUAGES
It is possible to develop hypervideo LOs using declarative languages
such as SMIL, HTML, XMT, and NCL. However, those languages
are designed for general purpose hypermedia applications and do
not implement speci�c features of the educational domain.

SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language) [19] is an
XML-based declarative language for the speci�cation of interactive
multimedia presentations for the Web. SMIL provides temporal be-
havior constructions, and it allows authors to associate hyperlinks
to media objects and to specify spatial layouts. The SMIL speci-
�cation is organized into modules [20], which makes it possible
to reuse parts of the language. However, in April 2012, W3C has
extinguished the committee responsible for the language evolution,
de�ning HTML5 [21] as a related topic [22].

HTML (together with some package format, such as SCORM [23],
which will be discussed in the next section) is currently the most
used language for developing LOs. Using HTML has the big ad-
vantages of being supported on many platforms. HTML5 provided
multimedia features such as <video> and <audio> elements, which
were a big advancement in the language towards a more multimedia
environment. However, even today, the main features of LOs using
HTML are usually developed using Javascript. Di�erently, we are
more interested in high-level declarative features for hypervideo
LOs. As discussed later in this paper, to take advantage of the high-
availability of HTML5 the SceneSync model can also be converted
to it (plus some Javascript code).

XMT (eXtensible MPEG-4 Textual Format) [24] is the MPEG-4
standard for interactive multimedia content representation. XMT
has two representation levels: XMT-A and XMT-O. XMT-A is a
direct textual (XML-based) representation of the MPEG-4 binary
format used for transmission, named BIFS (BInary Format for
Scenes) [25]. This way, XMT-A has the same expressiveness of
BIFS. XMT-O, on the other hand, is an attempt of simplifying the
authoring process, by providing higher-level language (based on
SMIL elements). The XMT-O elements are temporarily arranged
and synchronized with the SMIL time containers (<par>, <seq>,
and <excl>). This simple set of temporal compositions hinders the
de�nition of complex temporal relationships. Thus, in such cases,
it is necessary to de�ne compositions with several nested levels.
Moreover, those compositions force authors to structure the doc-
ument according to the temporal presentation speci�cation [26].
Some modules of SMIL and XMT also incorporates characteristics
from the X3D language [27], which allows content interchange
between XMT, SMIL and X3D users, respecting the compatibility
limit between the languages.

NCL (Nested Context Language) [28] is a declarative language for
the authoring of hypermedia documents based on the NCM (Nested
Context Model) [29] conceptual model. Initially, the language was
designed for the Web, but today its main usage is as the declarative
language of the Brazilian Digital Television System (SBTVD) and
the H.761 recommendation of International Telecommunications
Union for IPTV services [30]. In both cases, NCL supports the
development of interactive multimedia applications for Digital TV.
Similar to SMIL and XMT, NCL is also designed as a set of modules,
which can be combined to produce di�erent language pro�les. The
modules can also be reused by other languages. The latest NCL

version, 3.0 [31], reviewed some features contained in older versions.
In special, the new version introduces two new features: navigation
using keys and support for animations. Also, it introduces changes
in the composite node template functionality and restructures the
speci�cation of hypermedia connectors in order to have a more
concise notation. NCL, however, has several elements that are used
to facilitate the reuse structuring of certain elements, and which
does not have a direct in�uence on the application’s semantic [32].
Hypervideo LOs can also be speci�ed with NCL, but NCM is a
broad-spectrum model so that teachers must rationalize all the
complexity of the model to be able to de�ne new LOs.

In contrast to the general purpose hypermedia languages above,
this paper proposes a declarative language to specify hypervideo
documents in the educational domain. Moreover, SceneSync does
not take into account human aspects such as expressiveness and
usability, which would be essential when designing multimedia
authoring tools. Indeed, SceneSync is not designed to be used
directly by end users, but to be used by authoring tools and players,
or converted to one of the languages discussed in this section.

4 THE SCENESYNC MODEL
This section presents the SceneSync Model (SSM), a model for creat-
ing hypervideo LOs. SSM has been designed taking into account
the requirements described in Section 2. Figure 1 shows the model
entities.

Figure 1: Class hierarchy of the SSM entities.

A Content entity can be a Scene or a Media object. The Scene
entity is used as an abstraction for representing multimedia com-
positions (FR1 and FR3 requirements). A Scene entity instance has,
as its content, a collection of Media objects and Synchronization
anchors (Sync). For simplifying the LOs modeling, a Scene entity
cannot contain others scene objects, i.e., SSM does not allow nesting
compositions.

The timeline abstraction is used for providing synchronism
among Media objects (FR6 requirement) in the same Scene. Ev-
ery Content object (Scene or Media) has an internal clock that can
be used as a reference for de�ning temporal anchors on the scene.
An anchor is de�ned by the Sync entity, and has, as its content, a
collection of Action objects.

An Action de�nes the relationships between the Anchor and
Content objects, and can be of one of the following �ve types: Start,
which starts the presentation of a media object; Stop, which stops



the presentation of a media object; Set, which sets the properties of
a media object; and Select and Goto, which redirect the presentation
to another time point or scene node. The di�erence between the
Select and Goto actions is that the Select action is triggered via
the user interaction (requirements FR2, FR4 and FR7), whereas
the Goto action is triggered when the scene reaches a speci�c time
point. In special, these actions enable modeling non-linear LOs (FR5
requirement).

4.1 The SceneSync Language
LOs speci�ed in SceneSync are compliant with the SCORM (Sharable
Content Object Reference Model) [23] standard speci�cations, as
they can be encapsulated into a Shareable Content Object (SCO)
package (Figure 2). Besides the SceneSync document (c), an SCO
package should contain three additional �les: a manifest �le SCORM (a),
which informs AVA systems how, when, and where the SceneSync
document should be executed; a LOM [33] metadata �le (b), used
to facilitate the searching of LOs; and the media �les (d).

Figure 2: SceneSync Learning Objects Package

The SSM model is instantiated in XML by the SceneSync lan-
guage. Similar to SMIL and NCL, the SceneSync language is speci-
�ed using a modular approach in XML Schema [34]. Table 2 details
the three modules of the language: Structural, Content, and Syn-
chronization.

4.1.1 Structure module.
The structure module de�nes three main elements: <scenesync>,
<head>, and <body>. The <scenesync> is the root element of the
language, and it has the <head> and <body> elements as children.
It also has the id and xmls attributes, which identify the application
and the standard scheme, respectively. The <head> element may
have an optional <meta> element that allows authors to specify
metadata about the document. The <body> element has as children
the elements that describe the presentation content, such as media
and synchronism objects.

4.1.2 Content module.
A SceneSync presentation is composed of one or more scene nodes,
represented by the <scene> element. Besides the identi�er, a <scene>
has a collection of media objects and synchronization elements as
children. Each media object type is represented by a di�erent �rst
class element with their proper attributes: <image>, <text>, <au-
dio>, or <video>. Media objects have as attributes: id, a unique
identi�er of the media object; src, which de�nes the media object
contents URI ; and others attributes that de�ne presentation char-
acteristics, such as top, left, width, height, and transparency. Media
objects also contain a list of synchronism objects (<sync> elements,
discussed next).

4.1.3 Synchronization module.
The synchronization among the media objects and scenes are de-
�ned by the <sync> element. The <sync> element has the id and
time attributes. The id attribute identi�es a <sync> element unam-
biguously in the document. The time attribute de�nes a temporal
anchor in its parent element timeline (a <scene> or a media object).
The children actions of the <sync> element will be �red when the
parent element presentation reaches the time speci�ed by the time
attribute.

In the SceneSync language, every possible action over a <scene>
or media object is represented by a di�erent element. The <start>
and <stop> elements represent actions that, respectively, starts or
stops the presentation of a <scene> or media object. The <set>
element represents an action that changes the property of a media
object. The <goto> and <select> elements represent actions to
redirect the multimedia presentation to another moment in time
or to another <scene>. The di�erence between the <goto> and
<select> actions is that the former is always triggered when the
presentation reaches the speci�ed time, whereas the latter is only
triggered by a user interaction (such as a key press or mouse click).

Besides their identi�ers, action objects have also the target at-
tribute, which de�nes the target object of the action. In particular,
the <set> element has a list of <property> elements. A <property>
element speci�es the property that will be modi�ed (name attribute)
and the new value to be de�ned (value attribute). The <select> ele-
ment has the key attribute, which de�nes a key that triggers the
action. The timeEvent attribute, which may be speci�ed in a <se-
lect> and <goto>, de�nes the time anchor the scene node will be
redirected to.

4.2 Modeling a LO using SceneSync
To help the understanding of the SceneSync language, this subsec-
tion presents a step-by-step development of a simple hypervideo
LO, the “Sorting Algorithms” LO. This LO begins with the video of a
teacher introducing general concepts related to sorting algorithms.
At some point during his lecture, the teacher asks the viewer to
choose whether he wants to learn more about the InsertSort or
the QuickSort sorting algorithm. The LO then presents a speci�c
lecture (about InsertSort or QuickSort) based on the user choice.

To implement the “Sorting Algorithms” LO, we divide it into
three <scene> elements:

(1) IntroductoryScene, which contains:
(a) one introductory video about sorting algorithms;
(b) one image that represents the InsertSort option; and
(c) one image that represents the QuickSort option.

(2) InsertSortScene, which contains:
(a) one background image;
(b) one video about the InsertSort algorithm; and
(c) one image that illustrates an example of the InsertSort

algorithm.
(3) QuickSortScene, which contains:

(a) one background image;
(b) one video about the QuickSort algorithm; and
(c) one image that illustrates an example of the QuickSort

algorithm.



Table 2: SceneSync language modules, elements, and attributes.

Element Attributes Child Elements
Structure module

scenesync id, xmls (head?, body)
head - meta?
body - (scene - media - sync)*

Content module
scene id (image, text, audio, video, sync)*
audio id, src, volume sync*
image id, src, left, top, width, height, transparency, layer sync*
video id, src, left, top, width, height, transparency, volume, layer sync*
text id, src, left, top, style, align, color, fontfamily, fontsize, transparency, layer sync*

Synchronization module
sync id, time (start, stop, set, select, goto)*
start id, target -
stop id, target -
set id, target property*

goto id, target, timeevent -
select id, target, timeevent, key -

property id, name, value -

Listing 1 shows part of the “Sorting algorithm” source code,
highlighting the <scene> and media objects, organized as above.
Next, we discuss the behavior speci�cation of each of the <scene>s.

The IntroductoryScene starts with the “vid_alg” video. This can
be modeled with a <sync> element containing a child object of
action <start> pointing to a video object (as shown in lines 3–5 of
Listing 2). Note that we do not need to provide the value of the
time attribute, which by default is 0.

Moreover, when the teacher invites the viewer to choose the next
lecture (InsertSortScene or QuickSortScene) two images are displayed,
illustrating those options to the viewer. It is also necessary to enable
the user interactions that will lead to the selection of the respective
scenes. To do this, we create a new <sync> element (lines 6–11 of
Listing 2) with the time attribute set to “45s” (the time the teacher
asks the user to interact). Inside this <sync> we de�ne two <start>
actions, the �rst one created to start the “img_insert” object, and
the second one created to start the “img_quick” object. To enable
user interaction, we de�ne two <select> actions, which enable the
key interaction feature.

Finally, when the main video of the IntroductoryScene ends (65s),
the scene presentation should go back to 45s, and stay in a loop
until the user chooses an option. We use the <goto> element to
implement such behavior (lines 12–14 of Listing 2). The <goto>
element is used with tarдet and timeEvent attributes set as “Intro-
ductoryScene” and “45s”, respectively. Figure 3 shows the preview
and temporal view of the IntroductoryScene.

Listing 1: Scenes and media objects of the “Sorting Algo-
rithm” LO.
1 <scene id="IntroductoryScene">
2 <video id="vid_alg" src="intro.mp4"

width="100%" height="100%" />
3 <image id="img_insert" src="img1.png"

left="30%" top="80%" width="30%"
height="20%" />

4 <image id="img_quick" src="img2.png" left="65%"
top="80%" width="30%" height="20%" />

5 ...
6 </scene>
7 <scene id="InsertSortScene">
8 <video id="vid_insert" src="video1.mp4"

width="100%" height="100%" />
9 <image id="back_insert" src="back.png"

width="100%" height="100%" />
10 <image id="img_alg_insert" src="img2.png"

left="65%" width="80%" width="30%"
height="20%" />

11 ...
12 </scene>
13 <scene id="QuickSortScene">
14 <video id="vid_quick" src="video1.mp4"

width="100%" height="100%" />
15 <image id="back_quick" src="back.png"

width="100%" height="100%" />
16 <image id="img_alg_quick" src="img2.png"

left="65%" width="80%" width="30%"
height="20%" />

17 ...
18 </scene>



Listing 2: Source code de�ning the temporal behavior of In-
troductoryScene of the “Sorting Algorithm” LO.
1 <scene id="IntroductoryScene">
2 ...
3 <sync>
4 <start target="vid_intro" />
5 </sync>
6 <sync time="45">
7 <start target="img_insert" />
8 <start target="img_quick" />
9 <select key="1" target="InsertSortScene"/>

10 <select key="2" target="QuickSortScene"/>
11 </sync>
12 <sync time="65s">
13 <goto target="IntroductoryScene"

timeEvent="45s"/>
14 </sync>
15 </scene>

Figure 3: Preview (top) and temporal view (bottom) of Intro-
ductoryScene.

The second (InsertSortScene) and the third (QuickSortScene) scenes
have a similar behavior. Therefore, we will discuss only the second
scene here. The InsertSortScene starts by displaying the video about
the InsertSort algorithm. For that, a <sync> element is de�ned con-
taining a <start> action referring the video presentation “vid_insert”
(Listing 3, lines 3–5). As an additional behavior of this scene, at 5
seconds: (1) the main video must be resized and moved to the upper
left corner; (2) a background image must be started (behind the
video and occupying the entire scene); and (3) the image containing
an example of the InsertSort algorithm must be displayed on the
right side of the screen. To implement that, we used the <sync>
element de�ned in Listing 3, lines 6–15. Figure 4 shows the preview
and temporal view of the InsertSortScene.

Listing 3: Source code de�ning the temporal behavior of In-
sertSortScene of the “Sorting Algorithm” LO.
1 <scene id="InsertSortScene">
2 ...
3 <sync>
4 <start target="vid_insert" />
5 </sync>
6 <sync time="5s">
7 <start target="img_back_insert" />
8 <start target="img_alg_insert" />
9 <set target="vid␣insert">

10 <property name="left" value="5%" />
11 <property name="top" value="5%" />
12 <property name="width" value="17%" />
13 <property name="height" value="10%" />
14 </set>
15 </sync>
16 </scene>

Figure 4: Preview (top) and temporal view (bottom) of Insert-
SortScene.

5 ANALYSIS
In order to show the viability of using the SceneSync model we
have asked for 142 stakeholders (teachers and educational content
creators) to develop LOs using the concepts provided by SceneSync.
To allow them to use the SceneSync concepts and create an exe-
cutable LO, we have used the Cacuriá [35], which is an authoring
tool that graphically implements the SSM concepts. The LOs were
created as part of 7 workshops and 1 technical session held in 5
Brazilian cities during three years of a research project. A complete
description of the evaluation of the Cacuriá authoring tool can be
found in [36]. Here, we summarize and analyze those results with
regards to the underlying SceneSync model.

Both in the workshops and in the technical session, �rst, the
participants were presented to the process of authoring LOs using
SceneSync concepts and the Cacuriá authoring tool. Then, they
were asked to develop a LO about some topic of their interest (in
the workshops) or a prede�ned LO (in the technical session). In



total, 32 LOs 1 (Figure 5) were speci�ed in SceneSync using the
Cacuriá tool.

Table 3 shows the developed LOs, with their respective disci-
plines and identi�ed functional requirements. As can be seen, all
the functional requirements that guided us in the development of
SceneSync could be successfully explored by the authors of LOs.

All the LO authors were able to use the following features suc-
cessfully: multimedia compositions (FR1) through the <scene> ele-
ment; additional video information such as images, texts, anima-
tions, another videos, and audio (FR3); timeline-based synchro-
nism (FR6), through the <sync> and action elements; clickable
areas (FR4) and non-linear narrative structures (FR5), through the
<sync> and <select> elements; temporal links, spatial-temporal
links (FR7), <sync>, <goto>, and <select> elements.

Cacuriá supported the external hyperlinks (FR2) feature only
in the last workshop. Thus, only three LOs (“05-Citation”, “08-
Scienti�c Work”, and “15 - Game of Thrones quiz”) have used it.
Probably, if that functionality had been provided before, more LOs
would have been created using this feature.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper presents the SceneSync model (SSM), a hypervideo
model for LOs, and its instantiation as an XML-based language.
Compared to other approaches to implementing hypervideo LOs,
such as using a general-purpose multimedia languages directly,
SSM provides abstractions close to the hypervideo LOs domain, so
that it simpli�es the authoring process (which is now in a proper
abstraction level), the development of authoring tools on a similar
domain (such as the Cacuriá authoring tool), and the development
of players for hypervideo LOs. Moreover, the �nal artifact created
using SSM can be converted to other lower-level languages, such
as HTML (to run on the Web) to NCL (to run in iDTV platforms).
Indeed, the Cacuriá authoring tool can export to both of those
formats.

In the process of developing SSM, an additional contribution of
the paper is the set of requirements de�ned in Section 2. Aiming at
characterizing the hypervideo LOs domain, we present a survey of
features for hypervideo LOs documents gathered through design
techniques performed with stakeholders and from a literature re-
view, focused on functional features and users’ preferences when
using hypervideo LOs. The SSM supports all the gathered require-
ments. Also, to show the viability of our proposal, we analyzed 32
LOs created by 142 stakeholders, showing that most of the features
were indeed used by them when creating hypervideo LOs.

Based on the results presented in Section 5 we have good con�-
dence that SSM is useful for a broad range of hypervideo LOs. So
far, however, SSM was not designed to be directly used by teachers.
In future work, we plan to perform a qualitative study of the com-
municability and usability of the model without the interposing of
a visual authoring tool. We also want to investigate the reusability
degree that we can achieve when using SSM together with the
SCORM standard.

Still focused on reusability, we plan to extend the SSM features
by providing native support for de�ning new concepts in the model

1Available at https://goo.gl/I6SyKu

through templates. Templates can improve the reuse of the speci-
�cation of LOs and help to create a visual identity among sets of
LOs.

Finally, another future work is related to the identi�cation and
analysis of design patterns that could be useful in the scope of
hypervideo LOs. In such a future work, the focus is on �nding
recurrent code structures and best practices that authors can reuse
when creating new LOs. Researching design patterns can be useful
in at least two ways: for de�ning authoring guidelines and ii) for
providing new concepts, which can be used to extend SSM.
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